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Abstract—Accelerator cavity modeling can yield objective
functions with multiple sharp minima, which can make their
efficient optimization very challenging. We present an efficient
ML algorithm for the modeling of of particle accelerator cav-
ities by combining Gaussian Process with Downhill-SIMPLEX
methods. The algorithm is tested for a single-cell cavity design
to locate all resonant modes quickly and accurately.

Index Terms—Cavity modeling, Integral equation method,
Resonance modes, Gaussian process, Down-hill SIMPLEX

I. INTRODUCTION

High-quality radio-frequency (RF) cavities are key com-
ponents for high energy particle accelerators, synchrotron
light sources, dark matter searches, quantum computing, etc.
Designing these cavities comes along with the computational
challenges such as multi-objective optimization, the require-
ment for high performance computing (HPC) for handling
large-sized cavities etc. To be more precise, its multi-objective
optimization requires an efficient 3D full-wave electromag-
netic simulator. Traditional simulators for cavity modeling are
finite element method (FEM)-based which requires a volumet-
ric discretization and can leads to challenging nonlinear eigen
problems [5]. In contrast, we rely on the integral equation
(IE) method [4], [7] which leads to linear eigen problem with
many fewer number of degrees of freedoms as it requires
only surface discretization. IE requires a fast solver with
high performance computing and ML algorithms to search for
resonance modes.

In this work, we propose an HPC-based fast direct matrix
solver for IE, combined with hybrid optimization algorithms
to attain an efficient simulator for accelerator cavity model-
ing. First we solve the linear eigen problem for each trial
frequency by a distributed-memory parallel, fast direct solver
package called ButterflyPACK [8], which implements several
rank-structured hierarchical matrix solvers to achieve reduced
matrix factorization complexities. Second, we propose the
combination of the global optimizer Gaussian process with the
local optimizer Downhill-SIMPLEX methods to generate the
trial frequency samples which successfully optimize the cor-
responding 1D objective function with multiple sharp minima.
We test the proposed simulator for single-cell cavity design to
quickly and accurately locate all resonant modes.

II. PROPOSED IE-BASED FORMULATION FOR
ACCELERATOR MODELING

The IE method for cavity modeling boils down the problem
to find the resonance frequency f such that the smallest
eigenvalue of the corresponding system matrix is close to 0:

Z[f ]I ≈ 0. (1)

Here Z is the discretized IE operator, whose dimension is
approximately the number of degrees of freedom on the
surface of the cavity. Z can possibly model the effects of beam
ports and damping ports as well. The eigenvector I represents
the discretized surface electric current density at resonance.



Fig. 1. Mode vector I at f = 1.5149 GHz (left) and f = 2.3329 GHz
(right)

Each trial sample f requires solving a linear eigen problem,
and we rely on the proposed optimization strategy in Section
III to propose the samples f . For each fixed f , we leverage
a distributed-memory eigen solver package P ARPACK [9],
which calls the distributed-memory fast direct matrix solver
ButterflyPACK [8]. One typically requires only the lowest 20
- 30 eigenvalues to identify whether one or several resonance
modes have been found at a given frequency f .

III. PROPOSED OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY FOR SEARCHING
RESONANCE FREQUENCIES

To locate the resonance frequencies, we note that the
objective function is a 1D function with multiple sharp minima
(see Fig. 2 for an example), making their efficient optimization
very challenging. Global optimizer like Gaussian process (e.g.,
GPTune, an optimizer designed for objective functions in
exascale computing project (ECP) application codes [1]) has
smoothing effects and cannot capture the sharp minima. Such
a difficulty has been partially remedied by [10]. On the other
hand, local optimizer like Downhill-SIMPLEX can obtain very
accurate function minimum, but requires a good initial guess.

We propose combining the Gaussian process (GPTune) with
Downhill-SIMPLEX algorithms to leverage the exploration
nature of Gaussian process and the exploitation nature of
Downhill-SIMPLEX. The proposed algorithm first generates a
few frequency samples using GPTune to identify the number
of resonance modes within a prescribed frequency range. For
each mode, we then leverage Downhill-SIMPLEX with a
refined search region and initial guess defined by the GPTune
samples, to locate a more accurate resonance frequency. In
practice, the number of GPTune samples should dominate over
that of the Downhill-SIMPLEX ones to ensure that the correct
number of modes can be discovered.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We tested our algorithm for modeling of an ALS Higher
Harmonic Cavity (HHC) with a single cell [6]. The cells can
be cascaded to provide continuous beam acceleration. Our IE
formulation leads to a 25000×25000 system Z which is much
smaller than system sizes of the FEM-based simulator, called
Omege3P/ACE3P [5]. In both the proposed IE solver and
Omege3P, we set the frequency range to [1.5, 3] GHz to search
for the resonance modes. Fig. 1 shows the surface current,
i.e., the eigen vectors I from (1) discovered at frequencies
f = 1.5149 GHz and f = 2.3329 GHz.
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Fig. 2. 15 resonance modes found by GPTune+Downhill-SIMPLEX

Fig. 3. Table of first 15 resonance frequencies found by GPTune, GPTune +
Down-hill Simplex, and the reference data from a FEM code developed by
SLAC called Omege3P

In the proposed simulator (GPTune + Downhill-SIMPLEX),
we set budget of 30 GPTune samples followed by 8 Downhill-
SIMPLEX samples for each located resonance region. Each
eigen solver (i.e., function evaluation during optimization) in
(1) uses 16 NERSC Cori Haswell nodes (512 CPU cores)
requiring about 1-2 minutes of CPU time. Fig. 2 shows the
function evaluation samples. Each dot represents one sample
(frequency and corresponding smallest eigenvalue), and each
color represents one resonance mode. There are a total of 15
resonance modes discovered by the proposed solver.

As a comparison, we tested the HHC cavity with the
Omege3P solver, the discovered resonance frequencies by
the IE solver (GPTune samples only), IE solver (GP-
Tune+SIMPLEX), and the FEM solver (Omege3P) are listed
in Fig. 3. Note the GPTune+SIMPLEX match well with
Omege3P results.
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